Forward
thinking.
Evolving
response.
The world of money and finance has been
disrupted since Bitcoin launched over ten years ago
following on from the introduction of blockchain
and distributed ledger technology (DLT). For this
innovative asset class, fund managers need a
service provider that not only understands digital
currencies and the DLT sector but also keeps pace
as it evolves at speed.
At IQ-EQ we define digital assets as all forms of
blockchain-based units, whether in the form of
securities-like tokens, utility tokens, cryptocurrencies
or otherwise. Our digital assets funds team is fully
conversant with all aspects of digital currencies,
blockchains and the DLT sector.
Our specialist team has experience of the innovative
financial channels, instruments and systems that are
transforming the sector. The team also works with
financial centres and their regulators to support the
development of this emerging asset class. Especially
important as the sector is gaining more recognition
and support from investors, industry, governments
and central banks and the related regulatory
landscape is constantly evolving.

So if you’re looking to launch and manage a fund
in this innovative sector, our experts provide the
support and services you need.
We are IQ-EQ.

“We chose IQ-EQ because they are leaders
in digital asset fund administration. They
fully understand our goal, to take full
advantage of the potential of blockchain as a
transformative technology and digital assets
as a new asset class. Working with IQ-EQ
has allowed Maven 11 Capital to concentrate
on investing in high potential blockchain
businesses, knowing we are supported by
specialists with the agility to adapt in a
rapidly evolving asset class.”
Joost van der Plas, CEO, Maven 11 Capital
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Key facts and figures*
People worldwide

Worldwide locations

3400

23

+

Funds under administration

Assets under administration

500

+

$

Supporting top PE firms**

bn

Minimum senior team experience

800 10/15 20

yrs

Our expertise
Private Equity &
Venture Capital

Real
Estate

Energy &
Infrastructure

Hedge
Funds

Long-only /
Mutual Funds

Debt /
Credit

Digital
Assets

**Information correct as of 17 May 2021
**According to the Private Equity International (PEI) 300 top PE global firms list
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What are
digital assets?
• Native to an encrypted system environment
called blockchain, a type of distributed ledger
technology (DLT), as currency and/or barter

• The validity of transactions in a blockchain is
verified by a distributed algorithm, which runs on
decentralised nodes

• Secured by an economic-incentive mechanism
that blockchain architecture creates for all
stakeholders in the system

• Nodes are the individual parts of the larger data
structure that is a blockchain. They can be any
active electronic device as long as it is connected
to the internet and as such has an IP address.
The role of a node is to support the network by
maintaining a copy of a blockchain and, in some
cases, to process transactions. Each digital currency
has its own nodes

• Transactions are irreversible
• They are decentralised assets (not controlled by
central authorities)
• Transactions are transparent in public blockchains
through their public cryptographic key
representations
• Ownership is established by possessing a 64
character private key
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About
digital assets
Considerations when investing
in digital assets
• The business problem that the blockchain
project is trying to solve
• Community support for the project
• The management and advisory teams
• Scalability of the blockchain protocol
• Milestone achievement roadmap
• The token-economic ecosystem
• Protocol layer
• Network layer
• Application layer

Defining digital assets
Digital or crypto assets can be classified as follows:
1. Utility token – a token used to fuel an
economic ecosystem, equivalent to a voucher
at a festival
2. Currency token – currency substitutes like
Bitcoin are seen as cash and pose no security
risks
3. Security token – upon issuance of security
tokens security laws need to be followed
4. Stable token – a new class of cryptocurrency
that attempts to offer price stability. Stable
tokens are backed by a reserve asset

Types of digital assets
investment funds
• Actively traded – typically, day-traded assets
actively held on exchanges
• Index fund – funds traded on the top 20
digital assets as per Token Market Capitalisation
• High frequency trading – HFT traders trade
actively on digital asset exchanges leveraging on
AI algorithms to execute profitable trades
• Buy and hold – assets bought and held for the
underlying value of the token and the business
• *ICO, IEO and STO – Offering of coins
and security tokens, as well as supporting
the related infrastructure and compliance
requirements

*ICO – initial coin offering; IEO – initial exchange offering; STO –
security token offering
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Solutions for non- EU fund managers investing in digital assets
Typically, non-EU management entities based outside of the EU have funds domiciled in international finance
centres such as the Cayman Islands. We have the flexibility to service funds that prefer to use the Cayman
Islands as a domicile with a two-tiered approach, as illustrated below.

Fund administration

Fund administration services in The Netherlands
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer Agent services
Management company administration
Access to our investor portal
Accounting NAV calculations
Tax and regulatory reporting

Fiduciary services

Fiducuary services in the Cayman Islands
•
•
•
•

Registered office and corporate administration support
Independent directors and board support services
Independent AML Compliance Officers
Reporting Officers (RO) and provision of statutory AML policy
and procedure manuals
• Independent FATCA and CRS Principal Points of Contact (PPoC)
• Reporting Officers provision of statutory required FATCA and
CRS policy and procedure manuals
• Registration and any annual filings requirements
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Our services
While the sector waits for further clarity from EU regulators on AIFMD-licensed funds, IQ-EQ can act as an
independent third party administrator to digital asset funds if they have the following characteristics.

AUM (open-ended)

AUM (close-ended)

100

€

m

Minimum subscription

100

€

500

Only professional investors

FIAT currencies

Traded on reputable exchanges

€

m

+

k

“IQ-EQ has supported Cyber Capital since 2017, we consider them a
strategic partner because of their unique understanding of blockchain
technology and their administration expertise across the diverse range
of crypto-currencies we invest in. IQ-EQ provides the client and
financial administration of Cyber Capital Fund A, including the client
due diligence on new and existing participants. They also calculate
the net asset value (NAV) of the fund. Having IQ-EQ as a strategic
partner in the digital assets sector has contributed to our success.”
Wilhelm Roth, Managing Director, Cyber Capital

75

About us
IQ-EQ is a leading investor services group that combines global expertise with an unwavering focus
on client service delivery. With a team of 3,400+ people operating across 23 jurisdictions, we
support fund managers, global companies, family offices and private clients operating worldwide including 10/15 private equity firms*.

Key contacts
If you’d like to speak to us about fund solutions for digital assets, simply contact Peter Soesbeek
or Colin Targett. They and their teams are always ready to listen.

Peter Soesbeek
Director, Funds,
The Netherlands

Colin Targett
Managing Director,
Bermuda and Cayman Islands

E peter.soesbeek@iqeq.com
T +31 20 522 2525

E colin.targett@iqeq.com
T +1 441 296 4360

*Information correct as of 17 May 2021
*According to the Private Equity International (PEI) 300 top PE global firms list
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Find out more:
www.iqeq.com/funds

Follow us



